Gemstones & Birthday Colours
in Thai Culture
In Thai culture, each day of the week has a colour which is
based on the colour of the God who is protecting the day. This
attribution goes back to an astrological rule influenced by
Hindu mythology.
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Red Ruby – the gem for Sunday and the
God Surya (photo: Humanfeather,
wikimedia.org)
Thus, Thai people believe that each day of the week coincides
with a planet and a God. Thus, each respective planet and God
has a dominant colour. For instance, Surya is the God of
Sunday. Since he is also the God of the Sun, his colour is
red. Hence, suitable gemstones are garnet and red ruby.

Citrine, a yellow gem for Monday
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Wela49~commonswiki,
wikimedia.org)
Another example is Monday which is the day of the moon.
Accordingly, the God of this day is Chandra, the moon God. His
colour is yellow or white. The colours of the day are hence
the traditional Thai birthday colours. Since King Bhumibol was
born on Monday, on the auspicious occasion of his birthday
Thailand is decorated with yellow.

Pink Sapphire for Tuesday

(photo Wiener Edelstein
Zentrum, wikimedia.org)
Now let us take a look at what colour is suited for your
birthday. As mentioned, Sunday is the day of Surya whose
colour is red. The gemstone for this day is ruby or
garnet. Monday, the day of the moon, has the yellow gem
citrine, yellow sapphire but also moonstone occasionally.
Tuesday which is the day of the God Mangala (Mars) has pink as
its ruling colour. Thus, we need pink sapphire or spinel.

Cut emerald gemstones, in Thai culture the
Birthday colours of Wednesday (photo: irvin
calicut, wikimedia.org)
Since Wednesday is the day of Budha (Mercury), this day’s
colour is green. Suitable gems are hence green emerald and
tsavorite garnet. Thursday has orange since that is the colour
of Brihaspati (Jupiter). What could be more suitable for this
day than orange coral or orange sapphire!
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Finally, Friday is the day of Shukra (Venus) and his colour is
blue. Thus, we love blue sapphire for this day. Saturday has
the colour purple since it is the day of Shani (Saturn). The
gemstones for Saturday are amethyst and purple sapphire.

Blue Sapphire for Friday
(photo: Wiener Edelstein

Zentrum, wikimedia.org)

Amethyst for Saturday (photo: Wela48,
wikimedia.org)
Here is a short clip on what color is suited for your
birthday.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84A1ZKx24bg
Summing up, I think it is a very pleasant concept having
birthday coulours and corresponding gemstones for each day of
the week. Since I was born on a Monday, according to Thai
culture, my gem is the yellow citrine
Which one is yours?
Yours, Sirinya

